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	It is an unusual event for a textbook covering such a national and international networks and the use of highly specialized field as contact dermatitis to be standardized methodology, a highly differentiated published in its fourth edition within a time period picture can now be painted; we know the major p- of 13 years. When the European and Environmental fessions at risk, as well as the influences of age and Contact Dermatitis Research Group was founded in various cofactors. This is a solid basis for preventive 1985,one of the major goals was to edit a textbook of measures. A new allergen, described in one center, high scientific standard written by renown experts can now be tested on a large scale in a short time and keep it regularly updated. The greatest danger period. If the data evaluation shows an unacceptably for a textbook is to become outdated – then it stays high rate of sensitization in the exposed population, on the bookshelf and is rarely consulted. The contin- regulatory measures will be undertaken to protect uous flow of new medicaments, the fascinating the consumer. A recent example is the “methyldib- improvements in diagnostic image analysis and ever- mo glutaronitrile story. ” changing operative procedures are the reasons for These and other issues of importance are covered considerable knowledge deficits in old textbooks, in depth in the newest edition of this textbook.
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Model-Driven Development of Advanced User Interfaces (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Model-Driven Development (MDD) has become an important paradigm in software

	development. The approach claims to provide a solution for systematic and

	efficient software development for the highly complex systems developed nowadays.

	It uses models, i.e. abstract representations of certain aspects of a system,

	as primary artifacts...
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Clinical Handbook of Pediatric Infectious Disease, Third Edition (Infectious Disease and Therapy)CRC Press, 2007

	In the care of pediatric patients, infectious diseases comprise over 50% of the clinical diagnoses. For this reason, it is essential to have a basic understanding of infectious processes and to keep abreast of new developments in the field. This reference stands as a convenient and time-saving reference for clinicians on the diagnosis,...
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Physics Part 1 Class - 9S. Chand & Company Ltd, 2015

	
		Physics can be tough for many students. But when there is clarity of concept and the explanations are neatly presented, Physics can become an interesting subject too.

	
		Physics Part 1 for class 9 is written as per the prescribed and updated syllabus of NCERT and CBSE board. The book has many easy to understand explanations...
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Writing Apache Modules with Perl and CO'Reilly, 1999
This book was designed for application developers who already have some experience with web programming. We assume that you understand CGI scripting, know how to produce HTML pages dynamically, and can create fill-out forms and process their contents. We also assume that you know the basics of web server administration—if not with the Apache...
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Getting Started with CreateJSPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and develop astounding animated web applications using CreateJS


	Overview

	
		Enables you to design top-notch web applications with one of the best frameworks based on JavaScript
	
		Illustrates the use of EaselJS API to customize and enhance performance of complex applications
	...
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The Essential Patient Handbook: Getting the Health Care You Need - From Doctors Who KnowDemos Medical Publishing, 2004

	The Essential Patient Handbook was written for the millions of Americans who are dissatisfied with their medical care, and are looking for a practical no-nonsense way to get the help they need from their doctors. It contains lessons learned by two doctors (husband and wife) who endured immense challenges on the patient side of the...
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